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Founded in 1983 and headquartered in Calgary, Alberta, 
Ocean Sales sells its quality and innovative house products 
through live demonstrations at leading consumer shows 
and fairs across the country. Having also started to sell their 
products online, they are still dedicated to providing their 
customers with the information they need to confidently 
make informed buying decision and to offering product 

satisfaction with enthusiasm, pride, and company spirit. 

It became apparent during the Ocean Sales headquarters’ 
annual inspection that the existing fire alarm system would 
need to be replaced. Ultimately, the fire alarm system 
encountered hardware failure a few months later and our 
partners at Kantra Electric were tasked with installing the 

replacement system. 

Thanks to the cost-effective and readily available products, 
Maple Armor proved to be the ideal solution for this system 
replacement. The new system now includes Maple Armor’s 
FW106S compact single-loop panel; the FW511 smoke 
detectors; the FW521 heat detectors; the FW721 manual 
stations; the FW962 horn/strobes; and the FW971 horns. 

The system also required the FW812 dual-input module.

We’ve received some really awesome feedback from the 
Management team at Ocean Sales who were super happy 
with their new system. They were truly impressed with 
the availability of the product and the speed with which 

they were serviced. 

Hats off to the team at Kantra Electric for a job well done!

About Maple Armor

Founded in Montreal, QC in 2011, Maple Armor designs and manufactures 
addressable fire alarm systems. We’re excited to provide high quality and 

cost effective options, with the reliability of Canadian engineering. 
We work closely with our clients to develop our products because 

we know how important it is to meet their individual needs. 
We’re very proud that the work we do protects lives every 

day, and that passion for our industry is what drives us 
to maintain the highest level of quality and reliability. 


